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“What will matter is not what you bought but what you built, not what you got but
what you gave.
What will matter is not your success but your significance.
What will matter is not what you learned but what you taught.
What will matter is every act of integrity, compassion, courage or sacrifice that
enriched, empowered or encouraged others to emulate your example”.
This is part of a poem written in 2003 by Michael Josephson, a former law professor
and attorney who founded a non profit Institute of Ethics In Los Angeles.
What will matter is not your memories but the memories of those who loved you.
What will matter is how long you will be remembered by whom, and for what.
I first heard these words very recently in a television programme,
Paul Merson: A Walk through my Life.
Having recovered from alcohol and drug addiction thanks to ongoing therapy, his
family and faith, he spoke about the role religion plays in his life and he quoted very
movingly from this poem.
I wanted to write about the Queen in this June Church News as we celebrate her
Platinum Jubilee. This poem made me think of her and her devotion and dedication to
duty. She will long be remembered. I have memories of the king’s death and watching
the coronation on a nine inch screen television so long ago now. This month we are
celebrating her very long reign with street parties and at church lunching together
and planting a tree in recognition of her long service to us.
On her 21st birthday on 21st April 1947 she said in her speech
“I declare before you all that my whole life whether it be long or short shall be
devoted to your service and the service of our great imperial family to which we all
belong. ………… God help me to make good my vow, and God bless all of you who
are willing to share in it”.
									Janet Green
								on behalf of the Elders
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Teamwork
I
read
about
the reason
migrating geese
fly in a V-formation
Each goose flapping its
wings creates an upward
lift for the goose that follows
When all the geese do their part,
the whole flock has 71% greater
flying range than if each bird were to
fly alone, Also when a goose begins to
lag behind, the others ‘honk’ it into position.
The teamwork applications here are tremendous.
I am sure it is at least 71% easier to work the teamwork way of flying in the flock than trying it alone, and
it is good to have the advantage of being moved back into
position if we stray from our goals.
That’s what teamwork is all about
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Church Family
We were so sorry to hear that Robert had Covid and then three days later Margaret had the
dreaded black line. I have just spoken to Margaret. Robert is still showing a negative test a week today - and Margaret says they both feel very tired with cold like symtoms. We send
our love and hope you both recover soon.
Sunday 29th May Robert has recovered from Covid and is back at church this morning and we welcomed
Tony back from Africa after five weeks. Good to see them both again.

* * * *
I have also just had a lovely long chat with Margaret Barton. She sounds lovely but has had
a very rough time recently, mainly with her blood pressure, which meant she had another
visit to Barnet hospital for a week which was not a pleasant experience. However, we send
our love and prayers Margaret that you will continue your good recovery

* * * *
Christian Aid Collectioon
Thank you to everyone who contributed to Christian Aid this year. From the envelopes
which were put in the collection bowl or handed in directly this month, Potters Bar URC
will be sending £318. In addition £73.75 in Gift-Aid will be added. So the total donated is
£391.75. It is our support that is very much needed to further the work of Christian Aid.
THANK YOU.									
These arrangements were done by Jean Morse

Tony Corfe
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Morning Service - Martyn Macphee
We were fortunate to have Martyn with us as he was just recovering from
Covid (which explains the frequent coughs!). We started with a retrospective
Happy Birthday to Ann Chilcott who was another church friend sharing her
birthday with the queen.
Then, after we had lit the second candle, Martyn led us in three prayers
for Ukraine. The first was apolitical; lamenting such a use of armed forces,
mourning every casualty and hoping that the leaders would have the courage
to resolve the conflict through dialog. The second was a prayer for those
in grief or fear, that that place would be filled with hope. The third, a little
irreverent – noting that quite a lot of smiting went on in the Bible – was for
a “localised precision smite” (non-lethal) on Vladimir Putin with support for Volodymyr Zelensky and for the
people of Ukraine.
Martyn’s Address reflected on the reading from Acts 9, the Conversion of Saul. If
we get a sinking feeling on the motorway when we see a blue light in the mirror and
realise we have been speeding, it’s nothing to that experienced by Paul – probably
the most frightening experience of his life.
There he was on the road to Damascus, minding his own business (which was
the systematic persecution and extinction of that bizarre and disgraceful group of
followers of a certain Jesus of Nazareth – a good and holy cause) when he has his
“blue light experience” – he and his companions surrounded by lightning, brighter
than they had ever seen before. And then a voice calling his name, saying “I am
Jesus, whom you persecute”. When Jesus makes it clear that he takes mistreatment
of his followers as mistreatment of himself, Paul fears for his own execution. The most frightening experience
of his life looks to be his last experience as well.
What happens next brings about his resurrection. Jesus commissions him to become an outstanding advocate
for the cause of Christ. The first shock for Paul is that Jesus is alive, not lonely in eternal light but in his maligned
and persecuted followers. The other, no less forceful, it that there is no condemnation for him, but rather a way
forward – a place for him with Jesus. That commission takes up residence in Paul’s life.
When the truth that the disciples cannot be understood outside Jesus and Jesus cannot be understood outside
the disciples burst upon Paul’s awareness, it strikes him with the deepest horror, yet a few moments later it
leads to immense relief and consolation. His old life is lost but a new life is gained.
Paul’s realisation that Jesus and his disciples are one is important for us today. Paul’s realisation was framed
by his experience as a persecutor: others come to the realisation that Jesus and his disciples are one according
to their own circumstances. Our validity as a congregation depends on the extent to which we allow people
to experience this truth through us. As a congregation we are to allow people to meet Jesus, and to meet him
through us.
Few will come, like Paul, as persecutors. Some will come out of pain and confusion, curiosity, spiritual hunger,
their exhausted cynicism, their innocent hope, or state of sorrow. What matters is that each of us recognises
that Jesus is alive and he and his followers – all of us – are one. We cannot determine anyone’s response or
their timing. All we have to do is to manifest Christ (and that’s a pretty difficult task, but it’s ours).
Congregational vitality can be assessed according to many standards. Paul’s hope for any congregation might
be that people would encounter the startling truth through the life and vitality of the congregation and whether
or not, as for him, this realisation feels at least for a moment like their last experience of life, his hope would
be that for many it would seem like their first experience of life. Amen.
And in our Prayers of Intercession, we prayed for Busi, with us in church for
just a brief period as guest of Tony & Barbara Corfe, as he starts on the path
to a possible new life. We asked Jesus to help him through the steps to his
chosen career - and that he would always be a light for our Lord.
You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/
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Lunchtime Recital by Anna & Arwen
Another very enjoyable recital with three carefully chosen pieces each with a different style.
Schubert Sonata in A major D 664
1)    Allegro moderato
2)    Andante
3)    Allegro
             

Rebecca Clarke – Midsummer Moon
Kreisler Variations on Corelli’s La Folia
As Arwen told us Rebecca Clarke’s Midsummer Moon has hints of The Lark
Ascending, though it’s a nightingale and a moon. And ending with Fritz Kreisler’s
Variations on Corelli’s La Folia – where else could they have ended?
Anna has accompanied Arwen so many times that they rarely make eye contact,
sensing the flow and pace of the music – just the occasional flash of a smile.
Anna has played for us three times, once on Zoom during the lockdown. Arwen
was a new face for us, but one we hope we will see more of. Although she
grew up in Auckland, New Zealand, she and her family had lived in Potters Bar
(Sunnybank Road) for quite some time, and we were pleased to welcome some
of her friends and hope they may come to other recitals in the future.
You can view the recital video at https://pottersbarurc.org/latest-news-2-2/
Our next recital – planned for June 3rd with Alan Dorn – has been rescheduled
for later in the year because of the clash with the Platinum Jubilee

News from Africa
Zambia: The several bags of donated clothing from PB URC was duly delivered to Katombora. It
was like the first day of the sales. Several families were very grateful for what they had received.
We asked the families to make a contribution to the church in Katombora to help with their
fundraising costs. 690 Kwacha was collected (approximately £34.50). This money will be used to
assist Katombora’s contribution for their new minister’s living expenses.
Uganda: Pastor Kenneth, from Jinja, hopes to travel to the UK and to lead a service in our church
during July or August. His wife Hope has started early labour pains this past week. Kenneth asks
that we pray for her and that she will be well enough to travel to the UK with him.
											Tony Corfe
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Morning Service - Lilian Evans
The traditional focus of this week is on Jesus as the shepherd, and
this and the two lectionary readings from John 10 and Acts 9 presents
a challenge for us. A pastor, Lilian told us, was another word for
shepherd. She had no experience of shepherds and sheep she
told us - perhaps fortunately, as those who know sheep well will tell
you they are not the brightest of animals. So why we would want to
compare ourselves with sheep? But if the cap fits………
Lilian recalled Mark’s “take” on Jesus’s experience at the river Jordan.
That at the moment of his baptism by John he had an intense and
overwhelming interaction with God (a full-fibre broadband experience) and that, like others who it
is reported had similar experiences, he took himself off into the desert to be tempted to misuse the
new powers he sensed, to sort out his relationship with his father and to listen to him. We too need
to take time to listen.
“Tell me, how do I get a straight answer?” is the title of an article in this week’s Sunday Times
(Interviewers are changing tack in a bid to get politicians to say anything worthwhile). Lilian told us
that when Jesus was asked the question about being the Messiah, he usually turned the question
round and asked the questioner what they believed. She told us about those difficult questions that
all parents face and also the “Ask a silly question……….” response. So Jesus’s response to the
question “are you the Messiah?” reflected his view that those who were asking it had already made
up their minds (though as we know, there were big differences in expectations about what a Messiah
would be). And here the example of the shepherd is apposite: the sheep recognise the voice of the
shepherd and follow him.
The story in Act 9 is of Peter in Joppa bringing back Tabitha to life. Lilian noted the similarities to
Jesus’s raising of Jairus’s daughter, both in the way the crowd was sent away and the fact that Peter
had been one of the three disciples present (an apprenticeship perhaps?). Peter said “Tabitha, get
up” – and she did. Lilian closed by asking us how we would react when Jesus calls us to get up.
I think it’s a bit like David Ramsay’s response when the microphone was switched on: when Jesus
tells us to “get up”, we’ll know it – and will know what to do.
You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/

Seen during a conference:
FOR ANYONE WHO HAS CHILDREN AND DOESN’T KNOW IT, THERE IS A DAY CARE ON
THE 1ST FLOOR.
------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------Notice in a farmer’s field:
THE FARMER ALLOWS WALKERS TO CROSS THE FIELD FOR FREE, BUT THE BULL
CHARGES.
------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------Message on a leaflet:
IF YOU CANNOT READ, THIS LEAFLET WILL TELL YOU HOW TO GET LESSONS.
------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------On a repair shop door:
WE CAN REPAIR ANYTHING. (PLEASE KNOCK HARD ON THE DOOR - THE BELL DOESN’T
WORK.)
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Communion Service - Reverend David Aplin
Another mini-milestone this week, since David and
Stephen convinced our 4-person choir (holidays and business
travel having detained the other three) that we could sing an
anthem (with Stephen playing and singing to support us). So
we opened the Service with the anthem “I am the vine”.
David followed this up with a reading from Revelations
21, John’s pretty psychedelic imaginings about the coming of the
New Jerusalem. David’s Sermon focused on John 13, Jesus’s
New Commandment. And before we look at the Commandment,
it’s worth remembering that in recent weeks we’ve had Jesus’s
HR skills questioned in respect of the choice of his disciples,
who it appears were a pretty motley crew, frequently bickering,
jockeying for position and serially not understanding what he told them. There were also big differences
in their expectations on a Messiah. So it’s perhaps not surprising that Jesus was worried that after
his arrest and what was to follow, the group might not hold together.
So the New Commandment was to love one another.
David had Googled Love but was not really satisfied with the definitions (strong affection
out of kinship or maternal ties, tenderness of lovers, affection based on admiration, benevolence or
common interest including love of God, brotherly concern for others). His research into synonyms
gave; appreciate, cherish, prize, treasure, value, all of which he felt were underwhelming.
So he turned to Paul and 1 Corinthians 13 for a wonderful explanation of love.
Paul tells us how we must feel, and Jesus tells us how we must act and be seen to act. If we show love
for one another then we are showing the world an example that is captivating, that makes people look
at Christians and say, “They’ve got something”. Unfortunately, within churches one doesn’t always
see love. David talked about some big churches and the many cliques that can form. He remembers
being taken to task by a cliquey choir person for choosing the hymns for the words, not the music.
(A study a decade ago by social psychologists on friendship groups suggested that larger groups
may on the surface seem more diverse, but with a wider choice of possible friends, people clustered in
like-minded cliques. With smaller groups and less choice, people were forced to forge friendships across
potentially awkward differences in attitudes and beliefs. And this behaviour is a feature of human psychology.
So perhaps we are lucky to be a smaller worshipping community? And some of the descriptions of
love that David found underwhelming do apply to how we relate and build a loving relationship with
other members of the church). David gave us examples of other churches that had split, but where
the remaining much smaller groups had come together in love and rebuilt (and grown) their church
communities. He told us we were not just here to fill the seats, we were here to give the love of God,
and that people would see this and want to join and be with us.
(And in a further digression, I return to the debate last Wednesday about excessive focus
on the “club” coming at the expense the development of our faith. It is through our “club” that we
are able to experience the many aspects of love - both the definitions above and the guidance from
Paul - to build that communal love that allows us to accept differences of views, be it in matters of
faith or matters temporal, in friendship – something that I believe we do). And (again as we said on
Wednesday) as we go out into the community loving each other and showing love to those outside;
to evangelise and bring people to Christ and the promise of eternal life, our love for each other is the
starting stone.
And following our Church Meeting on Wednesday, we returned to a slightly tweaked more
traditional church layout, with the Communion Table back on the podium.
You can view the service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/
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The Phoenix Group - a history of the Paisley pattern
The number of folk coming to hear Chris Fraser, an experienced needleworker, was disappointing.
Chris was introduced to sewing by her grandparents and she has retained this interest all her life,
in particular the paisley pattern.
The trade began as a cottage industry but in due course a factory was built which housed 6,000
weavers. The samples of fabric Chris brought for us to see were beautiful but, due to its price, beyond
the reach of ordinary folk. However, when the pattern was produced on calico it became much more
affordable and extremely popular. Many of us, at some time, may have possessed scarves, ties or
other goods bearing this colourful, distinctive pattern. No wonder it has stood the test of time and
remains a favourte to this day.						
Audrey Ward

The tear drop design is the basis in many of the paisley patterns.

Tips from the old Gardeners
There is a saying that’s been around for centuries, but though sage is a remarkable herb, the old
wives who predicted living for ever would have had more disgruntled customers than Railtrack - if
only they’d lived to complain. Indeed, John Evelyn the 17th century diarist said rather sarcastically
that sage seemed to have so many astonishing properties he wondered only that man was not yet
immortal.
Salvia comes from the Latin “salvere” meaning to make safe or well. Sage is an antiseptic and
astringent, and its leaves have been used to treat headaches and colds, sore throats, aching muscles,
epilepsy, lethargy, menstruation problems and liver complaints. Even into living memory it was used
as a tooth cleaner, to be rubbed into gums and teeth for removing stains and sweetening the breath.
Like some of the other plants that have beneficial properties for human beings, sage is not popular in
the insect world. If you’re working in the garden on a summer evening when the gnats and midges
are being troublesome, try sticking some sprigs of sage in your clothing or behind your ears and
they’ll probably leave you in peace.
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and behold I am with you for all time …
In the April News we were eagerly anticipating Easter-time and all that it represents for the
Christian and the Christian church. We followed the Lord on that last journey from Galilee to Jerusalem,
then through the momentous activities of Holy Week. In the May issue we continued following that
mighty fact of his Resurrection on Easter Day, the evidence for what happened that early Easter
morning; of the wonderful appearance to Mary in the garden; then to his appearance to all the disciples
in the upper room, and of course the appearance to Peter.
This month we are approaching Whitsuntide - Whit Sunday occurs on the first Sunday of June, June
fifth.
In the Jewish calendar of Festivals, our Easter coincides with the feast that celebrated the birth
of a nation, when the Jewish people left bondage in Egypt for their promised land, remembered in
their Passover celebrations. Fifty days after Passover comes the feast of Weeks or Pentecost, and
so it was that the Jewish peoples gathered in Jerusalem to celebrate. The new believers in the Lord
Jesus Christ, being mainly Jewish by birth, would be there to celebrate and to enjoy the presence of
their risen Lord.
Luke, in his Gospel ends his account of the new religion, that Jesus Christ was the Messiah as
promised of God for man’s redemption, with Jesus taking his friends out to Bethany and there telling
them that they were
‘’to wait until God sent his gift, the Holy Spirit, to them then he went up into heaven’’.
Luke in his second book (The Acts of the Apostles) tells us that the friends met frequently with their
Risen Lord ‘’over forty days’’ until the time of Pentecost came. The Book of Acts notes that
‘’when the day of Pentecost came all the believers were gathered
together in one place’’,
and it was then that they were anointed with the Holy Spirit in that dramatic fashion with ‘tongues
of fire’. Notice too, that Peter is the one who responds in the strength of the Holy Spirit. Each of the
Gospels ends differently. I like the ending of Matthew wherein the disciples go to the hill in Galilee,
as they were instructed to do, and then Jesus gives them this charge:‘’ I have been given all authority in heaven and on earth. Go, then, to all peoples everywhere and
make them my disciples; baptise them in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit and
teach them to obey everything that I have commanded you, and I will be with you always, to the end
of the age’’.
In our Lectionary Whitsunday is designated as the end of Easter, thereafter the weeks are labelled
as ‘’’after Pentecost’’, until we get again to Advent.
So what have we learned ‘‘over Easter this year?” Well, Holy week of Easter teaches us that God
loves his children, us, so very much that Jesus died horribly to show us the depth of that love, Easter
Sunday tells us that he rose again, showing us that Jesus truly was the Son of God, Pentecost tells
us that there is ‘’life after we die’’ and Jesus tells us that he is
‘’going there to prepare a place for us in the presence of the Father”
and that he will confer upon us His Spirit as a Comforter and Friend during the travails of this current
lifetime. So, the words ‘’Salvation’’ and ‘’’Assurance’’ have real meaning!
The songs in our Hymnbooks often sum up our faith both simply and succinctly; consider this song
by Harriet Auber (who incidentally lived locally in Hoddesdon and Broxbourne), Just read it, quietly
and ponder upon its truth:Our blest Redeemer, ere he breathed
his tender last farewell,
a Guide, a Comforter, bequeathed
with us to dwell.
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and behold I am with you for all time..........cont’d
He came in tongues of living flame,
to teach, convince, subdue;
all powerful as the wind he came,
as viewless too.
He came sweet influence to impart,
a gracious, willing guest,
while he can find one humble heart
wherein to rest.
And his that gentle voice we hear,
soft as the breath of ev’n,
that checks each fault, that calms each fear,
and speaks of heav’n.
And ev’ry virtue we possess,
and ev’ry victory won,
and ev’ry thought of holiness,
are his alone.
Spirit of purity and grace,
our weakness, pitying, see;
O make our hearts thy dwelling-place,
and worthier thee.

HON 410

which suggests to me the spirit of Pentecost.
With the Easter season over for this year it poses the question
what do we do as a church, what is our Mission and our purpose?
I suggest that it should be as this modern catchy song goes (HON 135),
For I’m Building A People Of Power
And I’m Making A People Of Praise
That Will Move Through This Land By My Spirit
And Will Glorify My Precious Name
Build Your Church, Lord
Make Us Strong, Lord
Join Our Hearts, Lord, Through Your Son
Make Us One, Lord
In Your Body
In The Kingdom Of Your Son
It would make a great ending to the ‘’trad’’ Amen and give us a weekly focus on our purpose, and the
charge that we have been given.
I wish you a joyous Pentecost and may His Spirit be manifest in you at this time, and together, let us
strive to be ‘’a people of power’’ and ‘’a people of praise’’
									Geoffrey Peterson
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Dates for June
Sunday 5th June Platinum Jubilee Celebration.

To be held in Alan Bray Hall after morning Service and communion led by Anne Walton.
Bring your own snack lunch, tea and coffee provided, followed by planting of tree in the front
garden. Back to Alan Bray Hall for cutting of Celebration Cake and bubbly.
Friday 10th		

15.00-17.00

Whist afternoon - all welcome, beginners too.

Sunday 12th		

11.00 		

Morning Service led by Mr Tony Alderman

Wednesday 15th
19.30		
					

Phoenix Evening - “Walkie Talkies” in Emergency Situations
by Stephen Terry

Friday 17th		

Whist afternoon

15.00-17.00

Sunday 19th		
11.00		
					

Morning Service & Holy Communion
led by Reverend David Aplin

Friday 25th		

15.00-17.00

Whist afternoon

Sunday 26th		

11.00		

Morning Service led by Mr John Wainwright

Wednesday 29th
14.00-16.00
					

Knit & Natter - We can assist with the teaching of knitting &
crocheting. Please join us.

Dates for your diary
1st July - Recital - Osman Tack & Clare Deniz
17th July - Church Anniversary
BBQ probably. Plans to invite other SHLag churches
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After the Jubilee in 1977
Pam Ayres wrote this after she had performed for the Silver Jubilee Royal Variety Show in 1977. She writes
My 12 minute spot was straight after the interval . I remember two things about the day: One was the awful
atmosphere in the London Palladium during rehearsals - the fear, the nerves, the occasional, spectacular clash
of showbiz egos. It was a huge line up: Bob Hope, Julie Andrews, the Muppets, Tommy Cooper and scores
of other famous faces. I was acutely aware of the Royal Box up on my left, and the smudge of blue that was
the Queen’s dress. I included this poem.

Don’t play anything else on your squeeze box,
Mother
To honour the Jubilee
I daresay the Queen would enjoy it
But it has started grating on me.
Come and sit on this tattered old bunting
Here’s your tea in a Jubilee cup,
Don’t play ‘God save the Queen’ for a minute
Or in other words, Mother ........shut up.

But the dingy old street, how we decked it,
How the neighbours all chattered and talked
As they knocked the tin tacks in the
Union Jacks
And the next day the whole lot had walked,
And the kiddies all rushed down to help us,
Who’s to say industry never pays?
They wrote, ‘Long may she reign’ on the brickwork
And it did, it poured down for days!

Ah but how we rose to the occasion
With our patriotism and flags,
With our parties and fetes and processions
And our Jubilee carrier bags.
How we planned for the local street party
With the sun beating down on our heads,
But unfortunately it rained on you and me
So we had it in Angus’s shed.

And the bonfires lit in the village,
Well, we’ll see nothing like it again,
And the only bonfire that burned brighter
Was the shock one up Arsonists Lane.
And we went on a torchlight procession,
We all bought special torches for that.
I held mine up high, proudly up in the sky,
And me shoulders got covered in fat.

So before you strike up again, Mother
Let me refil your Jubilee cup.
Me slab cake went down in the middle
But I’ve turned it the other way up.
The fireworks and fetes are all over,
The street parties swept up and done.
Here’s a message for Buckingham Palace,
Can we do it again? It was fun!

											Pam Ayres

Not as humourus as most of her poems, but bear in mind she had to perform it
in front of the Queen.
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Recital - Dr Osman Tack (piano) & Clare Deniz (cello)
I am looking forward to playing at Potters Bar URC on the 1st July. If it
is agreeable with you, Stephen, I would like to give the concert with the
renowned British cellist Clare Deniz instead of giving a solo recital. We
would give the following programme:
F. Couperin (1668-1733) Pi`eces en Concert
Realised by Paul Bazelaire
1. Prélude
2. Sicili`ene
3. La Tromba
4. Plainte
5. Air de Diable
L.van Beethoven (1770-1827) Seven Variations on the theme from The Magic Flute by W.A.
Mozart “Bei männern, welche liebe fühlen”
J.Brahms (1833-1897)
Sonata in F for Piano and Cello Op.99
1. Allegro vivace
2. Adagio affettuoso
3. Allegro passionato
4. Allegro molto

I lift my eyes to the hills - where does my help come from? My help comes from the Lord,
the Maker of heaven and earth
Walking in the Himalayas can be tough. The mountains are beautiful but they’re hard going.
Walking uphill is hard work but going downhill is worse. Harder on the knees. When you reach the
top of a high ridge you find a rock to sit on. You tell your companions it’s to admire the view but
really it’s to get your breath back and ease your calf muscles. And away in front of you is a great
panorama of ridge after ridge blueing off into the distance, lovely but remote.
Most of the time though your horizon’s limited. You just walk with your eyes down, concentrating
on the rocky path ahead and your next step. When yo do look ahead all you see is the nearest
rise, and happiness is getting to the next bend without stumbling. There are consolations. A
waterfall, rushing stream, an ice cold drink of water from the glacier above.
Most of the time it’s as well you can’t see further. When you’re getting tired you don’t want to see
too far. You’re content just to keep on moving up the hill. But when you get there, when you hit the
high point and look out over the distant mountains, all the sweat and aching legs are worthwhile.
Something’s been achieved, you’ve discovered a new viewpoint, won a little victory. It’s something
to treasure in your memory. And that’s enough for the day.
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The Most Beautiful Flower
The park bench was deserted as I sat down to read.
Beneath the long, straggly branches of an old willow tree.
Disillusioned by life with good reason to frown,

for the world was intent on dragging me down.
And if that weren’t enough tp ruin my day,
A young boy out of breath approached me, tired from play
He stood right before me with his head tilted down
And said with great excitement, ‘Look what I found’
In his hand was a flower, and what a pitiful sight,
With its petals all worn - not enough rain, or too little light
Wanting him to take his dead flower and go off to play,
I faked a small smile and then shifted away.
But instead of retreating he sat next to my side
And placed the flower to his nose
And declared with overacted surprise,
‘It sure smells pretty and it’s beautiful, too
That’s why I picked it; here it’s for you.
The weed before me was dying or dead.
Not vibrant of colours: orange yellow or red,
But I knew I must take it, or he might never leave.
So I reached for the flower, and replied ‘Just what I need.’
But instead of him placing the flower in my hand,
He held it mid-air without reason or plan. It was then that I
noticed for the very first time,
That weed-toting boy could not see: he was blind.
I heard my voice quiver; tears shone in the sun,
As I thanked him for picking the very best one.
“You’re welcome,” he smiled, and then ran off to play,
Unaware of the impact he’d had on my day.
I sat there and wondered how he managed to see
A self-pitying woman beneath an old willow tree
How did he know of my self-indulged plight?
Perhaps from his heart, he’d been blessed with true sight.
Through the eyes of a blind child, at last I could see
The problem was not with the world, the problem was me.
And for all of those times I myself had been blind,
I vowed to see the beauty of life and appreciate every
second that’s mine.
And then I held that wilted flower up to my nose
And breathed in the fragrance of a beautiful rose.
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Morning Service- Reverend Jonathan Hyde
I came out of Covid isolation on Sunday, too late to Zoom, but for those
who missed it, the Service is on our website. Hopefully we’ll be back to
“normal service” on Sunday 5th June – to be followed by our Jubilee
Celebration.
It was great to have Jonathan back to lead our worship – and he didn’t
test us on his last sermon in March.
He did admit to a slight hiccup in timing as his Service took as its focus
Pentecost (a week too early) which may be a challenge for Anne Walton
next week – and a perhaps pleasure for us to compare the reflections
of two people whose views we respect and enjoy. We had three Bible
readings divided up amongst the ladies of the church and an address
to go with each.
The first - Genesis 11 – The Tower of Babylon (Babel) has God, jealous
of human progress, putting a spanner in the works in the form of scattering them all over the earth and mixing
up their languages. There’s an echo of God’s approach to the acquisition of knowledge in the Garden of Eden
– too much knowledge being a dangerous thing? Jonathan’s reflection centred on the tower, built of bricks and
bitumen so it could be much taller than one built of stone and try to reach the gods. Ziggurats, representative
of such towers in the region were historically used for astronomical studies of stars and planets and the wise
men who led these studies (we’ll forget about the naked squaddies) would be just such men – the Maji – who
attended Jesus’s birth. The link to Pentecost is of course the disciples speaking to everyone in their own
language. A darker side of this was a historical view, for more obscure reasons, that if you couldn’t understand
the Bible, you weren’t saved – a reason for the pressure to have vernacular Bible translations.
The second reading from Acts 2 described the coming of the Holy Spirit. Jonathan pondered the mindset of
the disciples after a pretty traumatic year – lots of travelling, Peter realising that Jesus was God, Jesus talking
about his coming suffering (not understood) but also doing an incredible amount of teaching, packing so much
in (“do you really understand what I am?”). Then after the triumph of Palm Sunday, Jesus is arrested, Peter’s
denial, Jesus’s execution, the wonderful appearances to the disciples…….and then he goes. The sense of
loss must have been overwhelming. The disciples were in a house, leaderless, wondering what the next step
is going to be, and the Holy Spirit comes.
The Holy Spirit is what many people have problems with. They can picture God and Jesus, but the Holy Spirit
is a more difficult concept. The Bible tells us that the Holy Spirit was there from the very beginning (“the Spirit
breathed over the waters and brought life”) but it was a difficult concept for the disciples to take on board, though
they must have felt something very special. The Spirit is bringing us life, bringing us a way of communicating
with God. Jonathan sees each of our bodies as a temple for the Holy Spirit, so that when we pray it helps us,
just as Jesus is helping us as we worship God the Father.
But there are dangers. Jonathan warned of an obsessive focus on interactions with the Holy Spirit. Some people
judge their status within a Christian hierarchy (being properly a Christian) as being defined by the intensity of
their personal experiences of God. They come to Services wanting to go out on a “high” and can be “me focused”
(“I want, I need”). His life experience has been that people who are very much into the feelgood experience,
when they take the knocks in life, don’t take them so well.
The description in Acts uses imagery to try to explain what is happening – not tongues of fire, but something like
it. And something wonderful did happen. Think of the oppression, doubts and concerns that the disciples must
have had. Suddenly they were really aware of the Spirit of God. From being cowed and beaten they went out
with absolute conviction - and then this miracle that everyone could hear the message in their own language.
At that moment the church had about 120 people, after Pentecost it grew into the thousands. Acts gives the
impression of a church unified and all going the same way. The church has never been like that – ever! Christians
are always going to fall out with each other. We talk about church unity, but Jonathan believes that God likes to
be worshipped in different ways (and he’s not the first person to tell us this), but no one is better than anyone
else. Just because we are not all up and jumping with our hands in the air, it doesn’t mean we are not all blessed
with the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit works in different ways, and we should concentrate on this line of thinking.
Cont’d on page 16
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Continued - Revd Jonathan Hyde
The third reading from John 14 – the Promise of the Holy Spirit – must have been strange for the disciples. Jesus
was talking about his death and the Holy Spirit, something they are not familiar with and do not understand but they did record it.
We are all temples to the Holy Spirit, we all have troubles in our lives: no one lives a life always on a spiritual
high. We are all going to have problems and come across some nasty people. If we are not challenged in life
we are not worth challenging because we are no threat to evil. If we have faith in God, we are still going to
have problems but there is no problem so severe that God won’t be with us to see us through. Jonathan has
met many thousands of people who have been hurt and knows that if you have a Christian who has been hurt,
you can give them a different message. If God is with you, whoever hurts you hurts God because he dwells in
you. Let them answer to God!
It can be difficult to trust in God because what isolates us from God can frequently be worry. We wonder where
God is. God is always there. If you can trust in God, you are on the right path. And you can’t, don’t doubt your
faith either. God didn’t make us all the same. We are all individuals, and some find it easy to take on ideas that
others find difficult. We’ve all got strengths and weaknesses and that’s one of the good things about church.
We can come together and share those challenges and weaknesses. We should be able to talk to people in
the church if we have problems and know they are there to help and guide us.
If we can take this on board, we are there on the journey.
You can view the Service video at https://pottersbarurc.org/services/

Does God eat Kosher Food?
Jewish children in America go to Sunday School just as Protestants and Catholics do, to learn about
the faith of their fathers. To them, the synagogue is a house of study as well as worship. Besides
Sunday School, many attend week-day classes after school. Learning Hebrew and studying the
scriptures, they carry on the ancient Jewish tradition of scholarship.
The big event in a Jewish boy’s life is his coming of age at 13, and having his Bar Mitzvah, which
means “Son of the Commandments.” His family and friends assemble in the synagogue to hear him
accept personal responsibility for keeping the Commandments.
One boy who had been Bar Mitzvahed recently wrote this note:
“Thank you very much, rabbi, for the nice things you said about me on Saturday. My mother didn’t
believe a word of it.”
An eager youngster asked, “Can I be Bar Mitzvahed at 12 and beat the other kids?”
Like all young students everywhere, the kids at the synagogues manage to wander into the same kinds
of ecclesiastical quicksands that we’ve been reading about, giving their rabbis a good laugh along
the way to leaven the classwork. The questions rabbis are asked are sometimes rather personal,
such as these:
“Does a rabbi have to work for a living?”
“Does a rabbi have any hobbies besides talking to God?”
“Is there such a thing as a Jewish atheist?”
“Do you have any books of Jewish history where the Jews win the battles?”

